
MOHs Testimonial 

Mark P., Age 54      MOHs Procedure done May 2017 

 

What is your history with sun exposure and sun protection? I have always tried to use sunscreen every 

day, but I am outside a lot playing golf etc. and spent a lot of time outside when I was younger playing 

sports.  I try to wear a hat all the time, but other members of my family have had skin cancers as well 

and I still got basal cell carcinoma. 

Why did you first come in to get the lesion(s) checked out and what concerned you about the 

lesion(s)? About a year and a half ago I came in to Pinski Dermatology to have Dr. Pinski check out a few 

red spots on my face that wouldn’t go away.  They would become irritated and more pronounced when 

I shaved.  Dr. Pinski diagnosed them as pre-cancerous cells and froze them off using liquid nitrogen.  

About 3 months ago, one of the spots kept coming back and this time it kept bleeding and wouldn’t 
heal.  I came back in and Dr. Pinski biopsied it and confirmed it was basal cell carcinoma.  He then 

referred me to Dr. Sulewski for MOHs surgery to treat/remove the skin cancer. 

What was your MOHs procedure like? The procedure was a lot simpler than I anticipated!  After the 

numbing injections, I felt no pain throughout the whole procedure.  Tiffany, Pam, and Shannon were all 

wonderful and did a great job assisting in the procedure.  Dr. Sulewski was also great to work with. 

What was the healing process like? Fine- no discomfort at all.  I had to be careful of my dog scratching 

me but that’s about it!  All I had to do for wound care was apply Aquaphor daily and keep the wound 



bandaged.  I came back 9 days post procedure to have the stiches taken out, and Dr. Sulewski says its 

healing really well.  I am eager to shave but other than that have had no post care issues! 

How long ago was your procedure and how is the scar healing? *Treatment was in May, 2017.  Stay 

tuned for more photos of how Mark’s scar is healing! 

 

 


